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Member Support update

A

s we approach 6 May, our support becomes slightly more reactive
than proactive, dealing with increasing queries from members.

If you have any issues, concerns, questions or examples of good
practice you would like to share – please contact member.support@aeaelections.co.uk and we will get back to you at the earliest opportunity.
6 May FAQs
To help support you, we provide weekly updated 6 May FAQs based on
the most common questions members are sending in. A summary of
newly added FAQs will be published in each weekly newsletter.
The FAQs cover:
•

•
•
•
•

Combined polls
Postponed by-elections
Coronavirus
Nominations
Verification and count

•

•
•
•
•

Emergency proxies
Fees and charges
Scotland
Wales
Miscellaneous

Please contact member.support@aea-elections.co.uk if you have further
questions.
Our standard FAQs covering all manner of election and electoral
registration issues are available on our website, as are our Coronavirus
FAQs.
Member Support Project
Our project aims to produce guidance on matters not covered by the
Electoral Commission and provide template resources for areas you and
we have identified as needing extra support.
We have recently published a timesheet for 6 May polls. This is designed
to help you, as well as your casual staff, keep track of hours worked to
help with recharges. It includes tools to help with combination splits and
the resulting staff costs assignment. To give you maximum flexibility,
the timesheet is not password protected, but information is provided on
which cells you should add information to and which contain formulas.
We are currently producing guidance on:
•

How to run a Neighbourhood Planning Referendum (NPR) from start
to finish.
Go to Contents page
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We hope this will be available to you over the coming weeks. Once
published, you will be able to find the guidance on the Member Support
Project area of the website.

Member good practice examples
In the last month, we have received good practice examples for all
members to benefit from. These include:
May Elections
• Covid-19 Polling Station Risk Assessment – Safely Operate
Stratford-Upon-Avon
• Covid-19 Polling Station Risk Assessment – Cannot Safely
Operate Stratford-Upon-Avon
• Covid-19
Polling Station Risk Assessment – Incomplete
Information Stratford-Upon-Avon
• Covid-19 Draft Risk Register Stockton
Canvass Reform
• Data Protection Impact Assessment – Accessing Council Records
Brighton and Hove
• CCA Email Brighton and Hove
• CCB Email Brighton and Hove
Election 2021 webpages
The Member Support Tab on the website now includes an Elections 2021
section.
Separate pages for each nation contain information relevant to the
elections taking place in your country, and provide links to respective
government and public health information.
The page is divided into the following sections which should prove
helpful to you when running your elections:
•

AEA Member Support Guidance and Templates – includes
DRO templates and legislative form references you are required
to use for poll cards, postal vote statements and ballot papers as
well as guidance for voters and voting compartment notices. It
also includes information on retirement and take up office dates
for 2021, flowcharts on whether it is necessary to conduct a
polling district review for local government elections, election
timetables and issues and considerations for 2021 polls.

Go to Contents page
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•

AEA Communication Templates - customisable templates for
scheduled elections in England and Wales are designed to be a
useful starting point for you and your communications lead to
create your own tailored content for the media, voters and
candidates. They pull together key dates, high-level information,
and links to more in-depth official guidance:
o

Combined Authority Mayors

o
o

England local elections excluding London
Assembly
London Mayoral and Assembly elections

o

Police and Crime Commissioner – England

o

Senedd Cymru and PCC

Mayor

and

•

Coronavirus Guidance - links to coronavirus specific guidance
on cleaning, hygiene and handwashing, air conditioning and
ventilation, face coverings, maintaining records of staff and
visitors to assist test and trace.

•

Electoral Commission Guidance - links to all EC guidance
relevant to the elections you are running on 6 May 2021
including supplementary guidance, guidance for ROs and
guidance for candidates and agents.

•

AEA Member Good Practice - examples of member good
practice we think you may find useful for 6 May.

Support and advice
We appreciate the next few months will present one of the biggest
professional challenges you may face. We want to really underline that
we’re here for you personally as well as professionally.
We don’t want anyone to feel that they are alone in running this election
or feel consumed by the pressure or stress it could present. If you just
need to talk, vent or work through any issues no matter how big or
small, please do drop us a line in complete confidence via our member
support email and one of the team will be in touch.

Go to Contents page
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Free counselling phone line

D

on’t forget that the free and confidential telephone counselling
service provided for AEA members by the Hospital and Medical Care
Association is running as normal.
Experienced counsellors are available to discuss any issue and offer you
completely confidential support and advice at any time. They can help
callers cope with stress, anxiety and more. They can also signpost
relevant professional or voluntary bodies offering practical help and
support.

6 May FAQs Update

O

ur 6 May FAQs have been updated and now include the following:
Postponed By-Elections
Our parish elections were due in May 2020 but will now be in May
2021 – will the next ordinary parish elections be in 2024 or
2025?
• What will the terms of office of those councillors who are elected
at the postponed polls in May 2021?
•

Coronavirus
•

How frequently should a member of staff change their face
covering?
Is there a minimum grade or standard that a face covering is
required to be for use at a polling station or count?

Fees and Charges
•

Where should I direct queries relating to fees and charges for the
Police and Crime Commissioner elections in the first instance?
Will Cabinet Office negotiate and pay for a Royal Mail sweep for
the PCC elections?

Miscellaneous
•

For County elections, what is the relevant area that should be
stated on a home address form where a candidate wishes to
suppress their address?
Go to Contents page
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•

Can the Returning Officer place limits on the number of postal
voting agents a candidate can appoint to attend each opening
session?

Can the opening of postal votes take place on a dies non i.e. a bank
holiday or weekend?
We will continue to update these FAQs on a weekly basis, and you should
contact member.support@aea-elections.co.uk if you have a question. A
summary of newly added FAQs will be available each week in the weekly
newsletter.
Our standard FAQs covering all manner of election and electoral
registration issues is available on our website, as well as our Coronavirus
FAQs which can be found here.

IER Digital Service Addressing Update

O

ver the past few months, the IER Digital Service (DS) team has
made several small changes to improve addressing on the system.
These changes aim to reduce the number of online applications being
routed to the incorrect Electoral Registration Officer.
In the past week they have released an update to introduce a ‘Local
Authority Lock’. The lock will be in place on screens where a user enters
a manual address. It will derive and fix the user’s local authority based
on their postcode, preventing them from changing it to a different local
authority area.
The IER DS team is confident this will reduce errors in application
allocation significantly as previous errors were mostly caused by manual
entry issues. They will continue to monitor the situation going forward
whilst continuing to explore ways to reduce any residual errors in
mapping, especially for mover applications.

If you believe you have received any elector information from the IER DS
in error, please send the elector’s full address (and mover’s address if
applicable)
and
the
application
reference
number
to
ierservice@digital.cabinet-office.gov.uk.
By providing this information, the IER DS team can more easily identify
the root cause, which is invaluable for their new investigation process.

Go to Contents page
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6 May elections - weekly confidence rating

T

hank you to everyone who completed last week’s confidence rating.
It appears the situation is still rather bleak with over 83% of you
either not so or not at all confident that you have adequate resources for
the efficient and effective running of 6 May elections. This information
has been shared with key stakeholders including the Cabinet Office,
Electoral Commission and devolved governments. You can see a
summary chart of last week’s poll result below.

The Cabinet Office is now using the weekly survey results as part
of their data dashboard for the 6 May polls. At their request, we
have included one additional question to help contextualise
which particular issues or challenges are contributing to the
increasingly low level of confidence amongst administrators.
This week’s poll can be found here. The poll is anonymous and will take
less than one minute to complete.
Please make sure you complete this week’s poll by the close of play on
Friday 5 March.
In addition, don’t forget to report any positive or negative issues or
challenges you are currently facing in your preparations for these
elections via the red reporting button.

Go to Contents page
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Members’ monthly update
A.
B.
C.
D.

Meetings and updates
Consultations
Useful resources
Previous update

Part A - meetings and updates
1. Key issues and messages
AEA Election May 2021 reporting button
AEA May 2021 election page
6 May 2021 - FAQs
Covid-19 FAQs – keep up to date with our FAQs. Other useful
resources are available on our Covid-19 webpage.
Polling station handbooks – Electoral Commission polling station
handbooks for 6 May polls are now available online:
•
Police and Crime Commissioner
•
Local government and PCC
•
Local government and Combined Authority Mayor
•
Scottish Parliament
•
Greater London Authority
•
Senedd and Police and Crime Commissioner English
•
Senedd and Police and Crime Commissioner Welsh
Nominations May 2021 - the UK Government is proposing changes
to the nominations process and number of subscribers required for
nominations:
•
Note on the changes
•
The Mayor and Police and Crime Commissioner Elections
(Coronavirus, Nomination of Candidates) (Amendment) Order 2021
•
The Local and Greater London Authority Elections (Coronavirus,
Nomination of Candidates) (Amendment) (England) Rules 2021
Proposed changes to proxy applications - The Representation of
the People (Proxy Vote Applications) (Coronavirus) Regulations 2021
Use of schools on 6 May 2021 – the Department for Education and
the Cabinet Office sent a letter to Returning Officers and Headteachers.
Our letter in response and public statement.
UK Government Delivery Plan for May polls – the plan confirms 6
May polls in England and Police and Crime Commissioner elections in
Go to Contents page
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England and Wales will go ahead. We have produced a summary to
help.
Choose My PCC Website/Telephone Number website: www.choosemypcc.org.uk, telephone number: 0808 196 2170
House of Lords Democracy and Digital Technologies Committee
report on Digital Technology and the Resurrection of Trust made the
following recommendation:
‘Recommendation 26 - Local authorities should be required to
publish open, machine readable information on elections,
including what elections are taking place, who the candidates are
and where polling stations are located (paragraph 232)’.
The Government’s response to the recommendation:
‘Statutorily independent Returning Officers (ROs) are responsible
for the delivery of elections and the control and distribution of
information relating to the election in their local authority area.
Under the current system, voters are made aware of the
information necessary for them to vote, such as the date of the
election and the location of their polling station, through poll
cards. Poll cards are a tried and tested means of sharing this
information and ensure everybody eligible receives it, regardless
of access to digital technology. This form of communication also
allows them to be given information that is specific to their
circumstances (for instance, if they have a postal vote) and the
physical delivery of such information acts as a check against the
potential for fraud (it would identify anyone falsely registered at
an address) or out-of-date information. ROs additionally publish
details of elections, including the names of candidates, online. The
government is committed to improving how the public sector uses
data to drive better public services, and enhancing data quality,
findability and sharing. The government recognises the benefits of
also making the information available more widely online and the
benefits that consistency in the formats of this data could bring.
Any move to require ROs and local authorities to publish data in a
machine-readable format would need to consider the additional
demands on resources and cost of doing so in order to identify
any issues that are not immediately apparent. We will speak to
ROs and their elections staff to ascertain what changes would be
required for the publication of election-related data in machinereadable formats and will consider their responses’.
2. Watch out for
•

Police and Crime Commissioner fees and charges guidance (by end
of February).
Go to Contents page
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•
•

Electoral Commission guidance for candidates and agents including
nominations and campaigning (by end of February).
Cabinet Office candidates and agents guidance.

3. Meetings attended (all via video link)
AEA
Examining Board – 3 February
AEA conference (online) – 8 – 9 February
AGM – 9 February
Management Team – 10 February
All staff meeting – 22 February
Abbreviations: CO = Cabinet Office, EC = Electoral Commission, SAA =
Scottish Assessors Association.
Cabinet Office
CO communications – 28 January - discussed communications for
AEA Annual Conference and other issues.
Bilateral meeting – 29 January and 11 February - discussed
current issues and challenges faced by the electoral community.
PCC Steering Group – 1 and 12 February – considered the agenda
for PARO seminar and other PCC issues.
Future CO Guidance – 1 February – considered guidance around
possible future change.
PPE – 2 February – discussed CO request to share PPE supplier
details with members.
CO Catch Up – 2 February – discussed issues and challenges raised
by members over the delivery of the May 2021 polls.
Resilience of May 2021 Polls Working Group – 4 and 18
February – key stakeholders received updates from different sectors,
considered the funding guidance, emergency proxies, EC
supplementary guidance, DHSC restrictions, nomination changes,
campaigning and reviewed the project plan and risks.
May 2021 update – 5, 9, 11 and 17 February – key stakeholders
met to discuss the ability of ROs to deliver the May polls safely and
with current levels of resources. We outlined key challenges members
are facing.
Elections and Registration Project Board and Working Group –
10 February – considered the progress plans for key CO projects.
Implementation Working Group (IWG) Canvass Reform – 15
February – considered various issues about the reformed canvass and
registration more widely.

Go to Contents page
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Elections & Registration Board – 17 February – considered the
progress plans for: voter ID, overseas electors, Electoral Integrity Bill,
and registration volumes.
May 2021 PCC Elections - PARO Seminar – 23 February – update
on plans, funding and legislation for PCC elections and discussion of
main issues and challenges facing PAROs. The Deputy Chief
Executive presented on particular issues for supplementary vote counts
and combined polls.
Elections and Registration monthly roundtable – 24 February the Chief Executive discussed current issues and challenges faced by
the electoral community with the Minister and senior CO officials.
Electoral Commission
Elections, Referendums and Registration Working Group
(ERRWG) – 28 January – AEA notes of meeting, and 25 February.
EC catch up – 4 February – discussion on guidance and template
requirements for May 2021 polls.
Wales Electoral Practitioners Working Group – 16 February –
discussed 2021 elections including legislation, planning, Royal Mail,
public awareness and political literacy resources and deferred polls.
Wales Electoral Coordination Board (WECB) – 19 February discussed 2021 elections including guidance PARO/RRO appointments,
training, public awareness, legislation, capacity and resilience and
Welsh language.
EC Catch up – 25 February – a regular meeting between the Chief
Executive and the EC’s Director of Electoral Administration and
Guidance.
Welsh Government
Minister for Housing & Local Government meeting with RROs
and Stakeholders: Early Voting - 28 January – discussed the
issues and challenges of introducing early voting if the Senedd
elections were delayed and identifying a workable scenario to provide
for early voting.
Senedd Election Operations Group – 5 and 24 February – group
established to provide a mechanism for providing assurance to
Ministers around preparations for the Senedd elections, monitor
progress on those preparations and ensure appropriate linkages to UK
Government resilience work.
Local Government Rules – 18 February – provided clarification on
the meaning of the current principal area rules to assist with redrafting
of the rules in Wales for 2022 local government elections.
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Other
Voter Information Network Gathering – 4 February –
presentations given by The Democracy Box, Electoral Reform Society
Cymru, Welsh Government, Bureau Local/Monnow Media, The Politics
Project, Democracy Club along with updates from other key
stakeholders.
PACAC oral evidence session – 4 and 9 February – the Chief
Executive provided evidence to the committee on 9 February.
Meeting with Shadow Minister for Voter Engagement and Young
People – 22 February – discussed challenges facing the sector.
Politics Project – 24 February – discussed the resources produced
by the Politics Project to support young people and future collaborative
working.

Part B – Consultations
4. Formal consultations
•
Request for written evidence to the House of Commons Joint
Committee on the Fixed-Term Parliaments Act – deadline for
responses 8 February. We have submitted a response.
•

Cabinet Office consultation on the expansion of the National Fraud
Initiative Data Matching Powers and new Code of Data Matching
Practice – deadline for responses 10 March 2021.

5. Informal consultations
Cabinet Office
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

IER funding 2021/22
Overseas Electors - transitional provisions
Prioritised list of additional management information (MI) for
development
Draft Statutory Instrument - The Representation of the People
(Proxy Vote Applications) (Coronavirus) Regulations 2021
Election staff recruitment comms for Civil Servants, the National
Citizen Service network, and people using Job Centres. Letter to
RO’s.
Police and Crime Commissioner Elections 2021 – Fees and charges
supplementary guidance
Local Election Funding: Allocation method

Go to Contents page
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Electoral Commission
•
Supporting candidates and agents – May 2021: elections during the
coronavirus pandemic:
•

England,

•

Scotland and

•

Wales

Welsh Government
•
•
•

Senedd Election 2021– Frequently asked questions
Senedd Election 2021 – Early voting scenarios
Queries for Elections Administrators re Elections Rules and
Procedures

Legislation update

Draft Legislation
•
The Mayor and Police and Crime Commissioner Elections
(Coronavirus, Nomination of Candidates) (Amendment) Order 2021
•
The Representation of the People (Proxy Vote Applications)
(Coronavirus) Regulations 2021
•
Police, England and Wales – The Police and Crime Commissioner
Elections (Welsh Forms) Order 2021
•
Wales Elections (Coronavirus) Act 2021
•
Fixed Term Parliaments Act Repeal Bill
•
Overseas Electors Bill
New Legislation
Elections:
•
The Local and Greater London Authority Elections (Coronavirus,
Nomination of Candidates) (Amendment) (England) Rules 2021
•
Scottish General Election (Coronavirus) Act 2021
•
Local Government and Elections (Wales) Act 2021
•
Local Government and Police and Crime Commissioner
(Coronavirus) (Postponement of Elections and Referendums)
(England and Wales) (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2021
(relates to petitions for a referendum)
•
The Postponed Elections and Referendums (Coronavirus) and Policy
Development Grants (Amendment) Regulations 2020
•
The Representation of the People (Variation of Limits of Candidates’
Election Expenses) (England) Order 2020
•
The Parish and Community Meetings (Coronavirus) (Polls)
(Amendment) (England) Rules 2020
Go to Contents page
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Senedd Cymru (Disqualification) Order 2020
Representation of the People (Election Expenses Exclusion) (Wales)
(Amendment) Order 2020
The Scottish Parliament (Elections etc.) (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Order 2020
The Scottish Local Government Elections Amendment Order 2020
The Representation of the People (Absent Voting at Local
Government Elections) (Amendment) (Coronavirus) (Scotland)
Regulations 2020
Representation of the People – The Postponed Elections and
Referendums (Coronavirus) and Policy Development Grants
(Amendment) Regulations 2020 Local Government: England,
Police: England and Wales
Scottish Government: Scottish Elections (Franchise and
Representation) Bill
Scottish Elections Reform Bill

The Local Government (Coronavirus) (Postponement of Elections)
(Wales) Regulations 2020
•
The Local Government and Police and Crime Commissioner
(Coronavirus) (Postponement of Elections and Referendums)
(England and Wales) Regulations 2020
•
The Police and Crime Commissioner Elections (Amendment) Order
2020
•
The Police and Crime Commissioner Elections (Designation of Police
Area Returning Officers) Order 2020
•
The Police and Crime Commissioner Elections (Designation of Local
Authorities) Order 2020
•
Representation of the People: The Greater London Authority
Elections (Amendment) Rules 2019 (SI re home address on ballot
papers at GLA elections)
Registration:
•
The Representation of the People (Electoral Registers Publication
Date) Regulations 2020 - England
•
The Representation of the People (Electoral Register Publication
Date) (Wales) (Coronavirus) Regulations 2020 – Wales
•
The Representation of the People (Electoral Registers Publication
Date) (Coronavirus) (Scotland) Regulations 2020 - Scotland
•
Representation of the People (Annual Canvass) Amendment
(Scotland) Order 2020 - canvass reform legislation for Scotland
•
Representation of the People (Annual Canvass) (Miscellaneous
Amendments) (Scotland) Regulations 2020 - canvass reform
legislation for Scotland
•
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The Representation of the People (Data Matching) (Scotland)
Regulations 2020
•
The Representation of the People (Annual Canvass) (Amendment)
Regulations 2019 – canvass reform legislation for England
•
Representation of the People (Annual Canvass) (Amendment)
(Wales) Regulations 2020 - canvass reform legislation for Wales
Other:
•
Parliamentary Constituencies Act 2020
•
Coronavirus Act 2020
•
Scottish Government: Referendums Scotland Bill
•
The Employment Rights (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2019 (SI 2019/731)
•
The Employment Rights (Employment Particulars and Paid Annual
Leave) (Amendment) Regulations 2018 (SI 2018/1378)
•

Part C – useful resources
6. Registration dates 2021
We have produced the following:
Register publication dates 2021 – 1 December publication:
•
England and Wales
•
GLA
•
Scotland
•
Northern Ireland
•
Rolling Registration Flowcharts 2021 – England and Wales
•
Rolling Registration Flowcharts 2021 – Scotland
Register publication dates 2021 – 1 February publication:
•
England and Wales
•
GLA
•
Scotland
•
Northern Ireland
•
Rolling Registration Flowcharts 2021 – England and Wales
•
Rolling Registration Flowcharts 2021 – Scotland
7. Election timetables
We have produced the following:
•
Statutory election timetable 2021: PCC and Local
•
Statutory election timetable 2021: Senedd and PCC
•
Statutory election timetable 2021: GLA
•
Election timetable for all elections in England and Wales 2021 –
detailed summary
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•
•
•

Interim Election Notice of Alteration Dates for Local Government
Elections 2021 – England and Wales
Interim Election Notice of Alteration Dates for Local Government
Elections 2021 – Scotland
Statutory election timetable 2022: Northern Ireland Assembly

8. Other AEA resources
•
Covid-19 FAQs. Other useful resources are available on our Covid19 webpage.
•
Freedom of Information request reply – information provided
•
Freedom of Information request reply – information not provided
•
Retirement and take up office dates 2021
•
Polling District Reviews – ‘Do I need to undertake a polling district
review to change polling places for local elections in 2021?
Electoral Registration
•
SMS Templates for the reformed annual canvass
•
Sale of the electoral register: fees calculation – guidance
document calculation spreadsheet
•
Appointment and responsibilities of statutory officers involved in
the electoral process
•
Electoral Registration Officer – Resources and Funding
Elections and Referendums
•
Election overtime spreadsheet for May 2021 polls
•
Coronavirus – Issues and considerations for 2021 polls
•
Parish/Community Polls
•
•
•

Returning Officer Reservation of Powers (England and Wales)
Deputy Returning Officer appointment for elections held in Great
Britain
Appointment and responsibilities of statutory officers involved in
the electoral process

•

Guidance for voters and voting compartment notice for elections
held in Great Britain
Role and Responsibilities of Election Agents

•

Business Improvement District (BID) Elections

•

Business Improvement District Election Results Collation
AEA Policy Positions
•
AEA Policy Positions
•
Provision of polling districts and polling places
•
The use of schools as polling places
•
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•
•
•

Electoral registration funding
Sale of the register of electors
UK Bank holidays and electoral administration

9. Monthly reminder list
Don’t forget to check our monthly reminder list of key dates and
activities.
10. Local Authority contact list
Available on our website.

PART D – PREVIOUS UPDATE

Updates from last month and previous editions are archived on our
website.

Voter registration campaign on the way

T

here’s less than a week to go until the Electoral Commission
launches its May 2021 voter registration campaign, ‘Got 5?’. Don’t
forget to download your digital and print resources to help raise
awareness of the upcoming elections, registration deadline and different
ways to vote.
The resources include posters, digital graphics and banners, as well as
template press releases and social media messages.
The campaign will go live next Tuesday across England, Scotland and
Wales, and run up until midnight on 19 April. It will include advertising
on TV, billboards, catch-up TV, online and on social media. This will also
be supported by unpaid press, partnership and social media activity.
The Commission will also continue to use the phrase “If you’ve never
registered, or have recently moved house…” in many adverts to try to
reduce duplicate registrations.
Don’t forget to sign you and
your communications lead up
to the Commission’s Roll Call
newsletter to get the latest
updates straight to your
inbox.
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2020 - the year of pyjamas
Alex Mammous, our new Chair, remembers 2020

W

hat a year that was! So, who would have
thought we would have spent most of the
last 12 months at work in our pyjamas? We all have been holding Teams
meetings instead of being face to face in the office, but as usual we
adapt to our surroundings and held the Association’s first virtual Annual
Conference in February, arranged at short notice, a complete success
and attended by nearly 500 delegates!
National and regional branches have also adapted by holding all their
meetings virtually, increasing the number of people attending in some
branches by more than 50%. Meetings held this way have allowed
people who previously would have never considered going to their
branch before to attend from the comfort of their living room. The
facilitated discussions created by the AEA and delivered by Branch
trainers have also proved to be very successful, been welcomed by our
members and instigated some lively discussions. At my own branch
meeting one of the comments made was that it was one of the most
interesting and interactive meetings they had attended.
The Association has not stood still and has also had to change the way
we deliver training, with all courses including the Foundation Course,
going online. The Training Team has developed an online training course
for all polling station staff to ensure members have the support they
need delivering polls in the current environment.
The elections in May are by far the most challenging and the most
complex set of elections I can remember, with some authorities having
up to seven polls in one day. This is with the added complication of
making postal vote opening sessions, polling stations and counts safe for
candidates, agents, electors and staff.
One thing members can rely on is the support network and friendship
they can expect from their colleagues and to remember we are all in this
together – we all want our friends and neighbours to succeed and want
to help them whenever we can.
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There are various resources available from the AEA to support you:
• The red button helps you raise issues that need to be recorded and
escalated to stakeholders.
• The Member Support section of the website has all the resources you
should need to refer to for 6 May polls, including weekly updated
FAQs.
• The member.support@aea-elections.co.uk email inbox is monitored
constantly enabling you to ask the ‘stupid question’ or double check
your understanding of a topic.
• The forum provides the opportunity to ask your peers what they are
doing about a particular issue, or appeal for solutions to a challenge.
• And, if you are struggling with the pressure of the polls, or any area
of your personal life, then please take advantage of the fully funded
counselling service. PLEASE REMEMBER YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
The AEA network is one of the most valuable
tools you have access to, so please use it.
Officers are working hard to make sure all
members have the support they need. Please
remember the AEA or one of your colleagues is
only ever an email or phone call away.

I know we will rise to the challenge to make
sure these elections will be delivered in May.
But I am also clear they will not look the same
as previous polls, and we will all be tackling
challenges we’ve never seen before. And as we
say every year, I’m sure next year won’t be as
bad as this! I‘m now going to hang my
pyjamas on the line…

Pawsome training attendee

D

aisy the cat was a surprise extra delegate at a
recent absent voting training course. We hope
she learned lots of useful stuff from listening in to her
human, AEA trainer Gina Jones, who was delivering
the course.
A big thanks to our team of brilliant trainers who have
adapted to delivering online courses in such a positive
way, and to all our online delegates who’ve embraced
this new way of learning.
Go to Contents page
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Annual Conference 2021 - Delegate Reports
Annette O’Connor, Dacorum Borough
Council
14 years in electoral services – January 2007 to July
2020 North Cornwall District Council/Cornwall Council
and July 2020 to present, Dacorum.

T

his was my first chance to attend Conference, not
quite what I had hoped or expected for my first AEA
Conference, as, having attended previous conferences in a different role
(I was a PA at Watford Borough Council in a former life), I knew that a
large part of the experience was meeting fellow delegates, networking
and socialising with them in a relaxed atmosphere and making contacts
you knew you could call on for any future help and advice needed in the
ever changing world of electoral services!
However, due to the current situation, attending an event like this for
now, would mean that a very large part of the conference experience
would sadly be missing, but the fact that it was going ahead, and with
all the hard work to ensure its delivery, was in itself a huge undertaking
by all those involved.
I was, like others, uncertain of how the online experience would work,
having sat through many a zoom/teams/google meeting, looking at
either a sea of faces (or the appearance of cats on keyboards, dogs on
laps, small children, granny, the milkman, Amazon/Sainsburys delivery
person or the gas boiler repair person) or just a screen of circles with
peoples initials, or lastly slide after slide of facts and figures that seem
to flow fast and furious over my head!

The first day I attended from home was a technical nightmare for both
me and some of the conference speakers, so I did lose some of the
thread of what was going on whist I waited for my internet signal to
make a reappearance, but like all of those attending/speaking, I
persevered as we all got over these technical hurdles that seem to dog
all of these online meetings. The second day, my team leader Michelle
and I ventured into our almost empty office building and set ourselves
up in a meetings room (socially distanced of course), and displayed the
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conference in all its glory up on a big screen – now this took the
experience to a different level, having another person to bounce off,
discuss things with and interact with, have a tea/coffee and a choccie
biccie with in the breaks, really brought the energy back in to the
conference experience; I thoroughly enjoyed the day and felt that
actually this can and does work.
I found the workshops both interesting and thought provoking, they
confirmed what I thought I knew, but also gave me lots of additional
information to take into account going forward – I thoroughly enjoyed
them and found them beneficial.
To deliver this Conference in the middle of a global pandemic requires
an immense amount of hard work, time and dedication, I would like to
thank all of those who delivered this successful event to us, and also
from a personal point of view, to thank the AEA for giving me the huge
opportunity to attend under the bursary scheme.
Hopefully, next year we will all get to attend Conference in a wet and
windy UK seaside town and get to meet and talk to each other face to
socially distanced face as we wander around a huge breakfast buffet,
desperately searching for a simple bowl of Special K, hoping against
hope that not everyone quite remembers your ear piercingly bad
rendition of “I will survive” that you thought would be a good idea to
entertain your fellow delegates with at the inevitable karaoke session
that hopefully happens after the first night welcome dinner or if not,
most definitely should!
Cathy Ruelens, Teignbridge District Council

I

t’s been a few years since I last attended an AEA
Conference.
As soon as our kids became
independent we had elderly relatives who needed
us, so anything I had to travel some distance to,
and be away for, wasn’t always do-able. This year,
with the Conference being held online for the first
time, I thought I really must take advantage and
attend. Living in the far South West, Torquay to be
precise, going pretty well anywhere can involve a
long and tiresome journey, so the trip from my
kitchen to home office for the 2021 AEA Conference
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was a doddle - probably the only time I’ll use that description for
anything between now and May!
One of the things I always enjoy most about conference is hearing from
the “horse’s mouth”, so to speak, and the first plenary session on
Managing 2021, featuring the Cabinet Office, was of particular
interest. I guess all any of us had been wondering since the January
lockdown was whether or not the elections in May would go ahead and,
if so, how we would not only run them in a Covid-secure way but
whether or not anyone would actually want to sign up to work in a
polling station. Although the combined confidence levels of AEA
members concerning the availability of resources for these elections is
low, they are going ahead. So along with other colleagues I am now
researching how many mls are contained in a squirt of hand sanitizer
and numerous other tasks I never envisaged having to undertake as
part of my election planning.
Of course Conference wasn’t the same without the opportunity to
socialise and network, but the workshop break out rooms all worked
very well and gave an opportunity for people to exchange thought
processes and ideas. I certainly came away with some inspiration to try
doing something differently at our postal vote openings, so it’s good to
know that even an old dog can still learn a new trick or two.

Clips from Conference: (left) Clare’s presentation on Tuesday, (right) Canvass Reform: Chris John,
Lambeth; Laura Lock, AEA; Thomas Collie, Cabinet Office; Michael Appleford, Brighton and Hove.
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Overall, I have to say I thought the event ran very well. There were
surprisingly few technical issues, which I thought was amazing
considering the scale of this first time event. Hopefully this won’t be the
end of us all meeting in person again when circumstances permit but, in
my opinion, there is also a place for doing things in the virtual world too
as it certainly does allow everyone an opportunity to benefit from
attending.
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Helena Tolinsson-Davies, Brighton and Hove City Council

P

articipating in the AEA virtual Conference has
been a very rewarding and enriching learning
experience. I am so pleased the AEA helped me to
attend as a delegate this year with a bursary,
thank you.
Attending the plenary sessions (from the comfort
of my sofa) and listening to the guest speakers on
the virtual main stage provided fresh insights to
the world of electoral administration. It’s very
encouraging to learn about the resources and
support that exist for electoral administrators to help us develop
professionally and perform better at work.

Taking part in the workshops helped me enhance my general knowledge
of the electoral registration processes and the running of local elections,
and to learn completely new things too e.g. such as how relevant the
1972 LGA still is today for ordinary muggles.
The first session, Managing 2021, offered plenty of helpful advice
about the forthcoming elections in May. I found it interesting to learn
that the turnout in the Scottish elections last year was not affected by
the pandemic; voters now appear to be used to the safety measures
they encounter in the polling stations.
Learning about the legislative changes that are going to be enacted in
the keynote speech, i.e. the reduction of signatures on the candidates’
nomination papers and the amendment of emergency proxy rules, was
both useful and interesting with elections here so close by.
I now have a clearer understanding of what is involved with setting
performance standards following on from the first workshop, and I won’t
forget that there are no combined elections, only combined polls.
Delving into the combinations of polls that are allowed, was a very
useful exploration of the subject.
The canvass reform session was a timely reminder that the second
canvass is due after the elections, and I found the different examples of
good practice very valuable, especially the challenges involved with
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canvassing by telephone. The session following on from this offered a
helpful overview of the relevant key legislation e.g. the different orders
and regulations published in 2020 together with a helpful reminder of
the additional support that is available for AEA members.
Learning how to adapt my communication style was very enlightening,
and I am going to try this out when I am back in the office. The last
session of Conference, the postal vote opening workshop, I found very
educational, especially learning about how much planning is involved
beforehand in organising the sessions.
Virtual conferencing does present its own challenges and I am pleased
to say that after a few technical hiccups, everything went pretty
smoothly. Using Slido to take part in a workshop is a novel way to get
your voice heard but it works well. It is really useful offer that the main
sessions and workshops are available on demand after the event for a
limited time. This has allowed me to go back and listen to the parts of
the sessions I missed the first time around. I wouldn’t have been able to
do that attending in person.
Katie Owens, Senior Electoral Services Assistant, Hinckley &
Bosworth Borough Council

A

lthough this was the 34th Annual Conference
delivered by the AEA, it was the first that I had
attended – thanks to the East Midlands Branch for
awarding me the bursary. In a pre-Covid world, I
should have been travelling on the Sunday
evening, to some exotic location in sunny England,
in preparation for a busy schedule of informative
workshops and networking. In a Covid-19 world,
the AEA were still able to provide a busy schedule
of informative workshops and networking but
without the exotic location and instead, from the comfort of my own
home using Zoom and Slido.
The Conference provided the opportunity to discuss the challenges that
we face ahead of running the complex May 2021 polls. At the beginning
of the Conference, when delegates were asked on how they feel about
the upcoming polls, the response on Slido was overwhelmingly negative.
Contrastingly, by the end of the Conference the response was noticeably
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more positive as delegates felt more informed – aside from one perhaps
confused delegate who still felt ‘”sausage”!
This transition in attitudes can be attributed to a particularly useful
‘what else do I need to know?’ session led by Clare Sim. This was
supported by workshops held on managing combined polls and the
postal vote opening process, particularly in the light of Covid-19. The
Conference reassured delegates of the support available from the AEA
and the Cabinet Office reported on the key legislative changes and
funding available to help deliver such challenging elections in the most
unprecedented times.
Despite a global pandemic, the AEA still managed to deliver engaging
and enjoyable workshops such as Richard Harris’ delivery of the
processes surrounding casual vacancies by turning the Local
Government Act 1972 into an exclusive version of ‘Harry Potter’ – some
would say that this workshop was magical and unlike Dobby, I did not
want to be set free. Richard Wills gave a workshop on calculating your
audience’s personality type and adapting your communication style
accordingly – an invaluable tool for the everyday life of an electoral
administrator. Surprisingly, it was in this workshop that I identified
myself as having the personality type of Margaret Thatcher in the
workplace, yet Robin Williams outside the workplace.
The Conference encouraged delegates to look into the future at the
changes in electoral administration, from our preparations for the
second reformed canvass to the Electoral Commission’s revised
performance standards framework. The knowledge and information that
was provided was encouraging and it makes me excited for what my
future in electoral administration may hold.
I would encourage anybody that is eligible to apply for the bursary as I
was delighted, but surprised, to have been awarded it myself. I would
like to thank the AEA for the opportunity to experience such a valuable
and thoroughly enjoyable Conference and congratulate them on
organising such a successful event, despite the unprecedented
circumstances.
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Paul Beaumont, Democratic Services
Officer
(Elections),
Halton
Borough
Council
Ok, confession time: in 15 years that I have
been in elections, this was my first
Conference. Why? I’m sure many of you have
been in the same boat, you have colleagues
who
want
to
go,
you
maybe
have
commitments at home and 3 days away is a
big ask, and every year there’s always the
lingering question of departmental finances.
So when the opportunity came to attend
remotely in a way that more than one of us
could attend, I jumped at the chance.
As North West branch secretary, I’ve seen first-hand how remote
meetings can attract a larger audience and also mean that speakers can
quickly and easily attend from all parts of the country meaning great
content for delegates. And although we sadly could not have our
keynote speaker at conference, we had a great range of input from the
Cabinet Office, Electoral Commission and the AEA.

So what did we miss? Fancy dress night? Well yes, sitting in my living
room dressed as the 1953 World Series Winning New York Yankees
baseball team was a little awkward. But on a serious note, of course we
miss the social side: meeting up with old friends, a quiet chat over
coffee with someone in the same boat and making new contacts.
Moreover, we often miss the chance to decompress by sitting in a bar
with like-minded people, which after a year of social isolation, many of
us feel keenly.
I know from experience that despite the best efforts of facilitators,
remote workshops don’t flow as well as they do in person. The lag
caused by varying wi-fi connections mean interruptions are difficult to
avoid, you can’t pick up on body language. It is so tempting to switch
the camera and microphone off and wait until it’s all over. That is unless
you are a typical ESFJ* like me (and thanks to trainer Richard Wills, this
is how I am going to introduce myself from now on).
I have been jotting down notes for this article for a couple of days now
and in that time nearly 1 million people have been vaccinated and we
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are a few, short, tentative steps nearer the global pandemic of 2020
being an interesting page in our grandchildren’s history books.
So what of the future? I have maybe strayed away from an article on
Conference to a wider question on how the AEA does business in the
future. That question is not for me to answer and may take many years
of trial and error to answer.
I hope some remote meetings carry on in some form. It allows members
to attend and contribute no matter where they live in the country and it
means you can listen to speakers and still be home in time to read your
kids a bedtime story. It levels the playing field meaning that it is just as
easy to be there and contribute from Cumbria as it is from Camden and
we all get the same content at the same time.
But, I also hope that it is not too long after this interminable winter of
lockdown 3 that I get to meet some of you, preferably in a bar, to put
faces to names, and chat to you about that year when we all had to stay
indoors, (but that’s a typical ESFJ for you!)
*result of a Myers Briggs test during the workshop hosted by Richard
Wills. I am more of an ISFP at home, which makes me just like Marilyn
Monroe apparently.

“Fine, but next family election, I’m voting for Mum.”
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Training update
The courses below are available to book.
Date

Course

Venue

Booking
Form

2021

March

May

8 – Monday

Absent Voting

19 – Friday

1 Day Elections

31 – Wednesday

Key Considerations for Returning
Officers and their deputies

19 – Wednesday

Election Accounts

25 – Tuesday

Election Accounts

Online – via
Microsoft Teams
Online – via
Microsoft Teams
Online – via
Microsoft Teams
Online – via
Microsoft Teams
Online – via
Microsoft Teams

Book now
Book now

Book now
Book now
Book now

These courses will be delivered online via Microsoft Teams.

Foundation Course
We have spaces available on the June Residential we are hoping to run
at Milton Keynes (Covid dependent) and the Autumn online Foundation
course. More details can be found on the Foundation course page of
the website. Please note, if the residential course cannot be held
safely then an online course will be scheduled for June.

Other bespoke training available
We also have training available for new Returning Officers, the
verification and count including multi-seat counts, running the May
polls and we can also conduct briefings for candidate and agents.
If you would like to book any of our courses or have any further
enquiries please email training@aea-elections.co.uk and we will be
happy to help.
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“You don’t have the votes!”
Challenging political election results in England & Wales
by Tanveer Qureshi and Katharine Elliot, 4-5 Gray’s Inn Square
1. Imagine. The UK May 2024 general election is finally drawing to a
close. After months of campaigning, the votes are in and pundits are
predicting a clear win for Party A. The leader of Party B is concerned
the election was not fair and accusations of voter fraud and spoiled
ballets begin to fly on social media and the national news. How will
this be investigated? Will anyone be prosecuted? Could the election
result really be overturned?
Challenging an election result
2. The only way to challenge an election result in England and Wales is
via an election petition. The procedure and grounds for a petition are
set out in Part 3 of the Representation of the People Act 1983 (the
“RPA 1983”) and will depend on whether the election challenged is
parliamentary or local.
Parliamentary election petition
3. A parliamentary election may be challenged via a petition on the basis
of an undue election or undue return (s.120(1), RPA 1983). The
petition may be made by anyone who voted in the election or had a
right to vote, anyone claiming to have had a right to be elected or
anyone alleging that they were a candidate (s.121(1), RPA 1983) and
must be presented to the High Court (s.121(3)).
4. The general rule is that the petition must be issued within 21 days of
the return being made (s.122, RPA 1983), although there are specific
time provisions in relation to particular kinds of corrupt and illegal
practices (for which see paragraph 9 below). The petition will be tried
by a specially constituted election court with a two-judge panel and
the same powers as the High Court (s.123, RPA 1983).
5. At the conclusion of the trial, the court shall determine whether the
person was duly elected or whether the election was void (s.144(1),
RPA 1983) and certify that decision to the Speaker of the House of
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Commons. If the judges differ in their views on that question, the
person shall be deemed duly elected (s.144(3)(a)). Where charges of
a corrupt or illegal practice have been made, the court will report on
whether they have been proven to the Speaker of the House of
Commons and also state whether there is reason to believe the
practices were extensively prevalent at the election (s.144(4) and
s.158, RPA 1983).
Local election petition
6. A local election may be challenged on the grounds that: (i) the person
elected was disqualified at the time of the election; (ii) that person
was not duly elected (e.g. once defective votes have been removed
from the count, the person ceases to have the majority); or, (iii) the
election was avoided by corrupt or illegal practices or on the grounds
set out in s.164 (general corruption) or s.165 (hiring a corrupt agent)
RPA 1983 (s.127, RPA 1983).
7. A petition may be presented by four or more voters (or those who had
a right to vote) or by anyone alleging themselves to be a candidate at
the election (s.128(1), RPA 1983) and must be presented to the High
Court (s.128(3)(a), RPA 1983). The general rule is that the petition
must be presented within 21 days after the day on which the election
was held (s.129(1), RPA 1983). Again, there are specific provisions for
particular types of corrupt and illegal practices. The petition will be
heard by a specially appointed commissioner, who will have the same
powers as if he were dealing with a parliamentary petition (s.130, RPA
1983).
8. At the conclusion of the trial, the court shall determine whether the
person was duly elected or whether the election was void (s.145(1),
RPA 1983) and certify that decision to High Court. If the election is
declared void and no replacement has been elected, a new election
will be held (s.135, RPA 1983). Where charges of corrupt or illegal
practices have been made, the commissioners shall report to the High
Court on whether those charges have been proven and on the
extensive prevalence of any corrupt or illegal practice in the relevant
election (s.145(3) and s.158, RPA 1983).
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Corrupt and illegal practices
9. The offences which amount to corrupt and illegal practices are
identified in the RPA 1983. Corrupt practices include the following
conduct when it is carried out to influence voting:
a. Bribery (s.113(2));
b. Treating (essentially bribery via provision of food, drink or
hospitality) (s.114(2));
c. Exercising undue influence (i.e. the use of threatened or actual
violence, including threats of spiritual harm (R v Rhaman
(Aklaur) [2016] EWCA Crim 1237)) (s.115);
d. Personation (i.e. voting as someone other than yourself) (s.60);
and,
e. Making a false application to vote by post or by proxy (s.62A).
10. Illegal practices under the RPA 1983 include:
a. Making false statements of fact in relation to a candidate’s
personal character or conduct without reasonable belief in its
truth (s.106); and,
b. Voting more than once in the same election (s.61).
11. On the much-vexed topic of voting fraud, it is an offence (as opposed
to a corrupt or illegal practice) to provide false information for the
purpose of elector registration or in connection with an application
for a postal or proxy vote (s.13D, RPA 1983). Failure to include
specific information in any item of campaign material, including the
name of the person promoting the material, is also an offence
(s.110, RPA 1983).
11. Whatever offence is relied upon in an election petition, it is essential
that it is clearly pleaded with reference to the relevant statutory
provision and that the petitioner(s) have the evidence to support
their allegations. Many petitions fall by the wayside because they are
simply not supported by adequate evidence. As Mr Justice Knowles
said in Greene v Forbes [2020] EWHC 676 QB (a case in which Mr
Greene (a Brexit party parliamentary candidate) alleged that the
team of the Labour candidate Lisa Forbes included an activist who
had in the past had been convicted of vote rigging):
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“ Allegations may only be made in an election petition where there is
evidence to support them. This is not a question of degree of
specificity or particularity…It is a question of the entitlement to
make the allegation at all. This is all the more important where the
allegations are of misconduct or impropriety…”.
Election law sanctions and route of appeal

13. If a candidate who has been elected is reported by an election court
to be guilty (either personally or under the agency principle) of any
corrupt or illegal practice his election shall be void (s.159(1), RPA
1983). Any person so adjudged shall also be prohibited from voting
in any election or holding any elective office (s.160(4), RPA 1983) for
a period of five years in relation to a corrupt practice and three years
in relation to an illegal practice (s.160(5), RPA 1983). Reports as to
corrupt or illegal practices will be sent to the DPP so that criminal
investigation of the matter can be considered (s.160(3), RPA 1983).
14. The decision of any election court can only be appealed on a question
of law with special leave of the High Court and, if leave is granted,
the decision of the Court of Appeal shall be final (s.157(1), RPA
1983).
Criminal prosecution
14. Even if an election court concludes within the hearing of a petition
that election offences have been committed it does not necessarily
follow that a person will be criminally prosecuted for those offences,
even where the election court is required to find the offences proved
to the criminal standard (i.e. beyond reasonable doubt).
14. This difference was illustrated in the famous case of Erlam and
Others v Rahman and Others [2015] EWHC 1215, in which a group
of petitioners sought to have the election of Mr Lutfur Rahman as the
mayor of the London Borough of Tower Hamlets set aside on the
ground that he and his agents had been guilty of corrupt and illegal
practices under the RPA 1983. The election commissioner, Mr Richard
Mawrey QC, found Mr Rahman personally guilty and guilty under the
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agency principle of various offences under the RPA 1983, including
making false statements as to candidates (s.106), bribery (s.113),
postal vote fraud (s.62A), personation (s.60), the exercise of undue
influence (s.115) – specifically that Mr Rahman had procured 101
imams to prevail upon members of the Muslim community to vote for
him by saying that it was their religious duty to do so - and various
other election offences. The election was duly declared void on the
basis of corrupt or illegal practices under s.159 or, alternatively,
general corruption under s.164.
14. Subsequently, the Metropolitan Police Service, which had been
investigating complaints of election offences, found that there was
insufficient evidence that a crime had been committed and as a
result no criminal charges were brought against Mr Rahman.

14. As a result of this decision, Mr Rahman sought to challenge the
Election Court’s decision by way of judicial review. He submitted the
finding that he was personally guilty and guilty via the agency
principle of the corrupt practice of undue influence by way of spiritual
injury was perverse and violated his rights under article 6(2) of the
ECHR. He argued that the finding was incompatible with the
presumption of innocence in circumstances where parallel criminal
proceedings had been initiated against him. The court dismissed the
application and emphasised the role and purpose of election courts,
as opposed to the criminal justice system, stating that:
“Much emphasis was placed on the language used in the Election
Court proceedings such as that the Claimant was personally “guilty”
of electoral fraud, amounting to corrupt and/or illegal practices
referred to in the judgment of the Election Court as “charges”, and
that the findings were made to the criminal standard and in respect
of matters that were also offences under the criminal law. However
the Election Court was required by the [RPA 1983] to pronounce
upon the Applicant's personal guilt, and required to apply the
criminal standard of proof; and the Election Court made clear…that
it was not determining criminal liability and that its decisions were
“entirely separate from any criminal sanctions that might be
imposed if the candidate concerned is prosecuted to conviction for
an electoral offence”.
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14. This decision is clear authority for the proposition that the
discontinuance of criminal proceedings cannot be relied upon to
challenge the findings of an election court.
20. In the event of a criminal prosecution proceeding, corrupt practice
offences are indictable offences, meaning they can only be dealt with
by the Crown Court, while illegal practices are summary offences,
meaning that they can only be dealt with by the magistrates’ court.
The criminal sanctions for individual election offences are not
onerous.
20. Prosecutions for offences under the RPA 1983 are subject to a
limitation period and must be brought within 12 months of the
offence being committed. If there are exceptional circumstances,
and there has been no undue delay in the investigation, the time
limit may be extended to not more than 24 months after the offence
was committed (s.176). The impact of this time limit – designed no
doubt to ensure that criminal cases which could affect elections are
progressed swiftly – is that charges are often brought under nonelection specific legislation (for example, the Bribery Act 2010 and
the Fraud Act 2006), which also afford greater penalties in the event
of conviction.
Election offences in the UK & proposals for reform
20. In 2019, more than half of allegations of electoral fraud concerned
the way in which election campaigns were conducted – such as
making false statements about candidates or failing to provide the
required information in campaign material (as in the case of Shaun
Bailey, the current Conservative candidate for the London Mayoral
elections, who was reported to the CPS by the Labour Party in
relation to campaign material earlier this year) - rather the actual
voting process1. Thankfully, there is no evidence of large-scale
electoral fraud in the UK2 and we have never experienced the same
widespread accusations of voter fraud and challenges to election
results as those recently endured by the American electorate.
1

As reported by the Electoral Commission on 3 March 2020: https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/who-we-areand-what-we-do/our-views-and-research/our-research/electoral-fraud-data/2019-electoral-fraud-data
2
The Electoral Commission, reported that of 592 cases of alleged electoral fraud investigated by the police in 2019
only three led to a conviction and one individual was given a police caution. Of the eight election petitions
presented that year none were successful.
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23. However, concerns about voter fraud have been raised both in the
election courts – for example, Richard Mawrey QC’s criticism of the
postal voting system as “wide open to fraud…any would-be political
fraudster knows that” in 2005 when he quashed the results of two
local council elections in Birmingham after deciding there had been
systematic large-scale vote rigging – and in political circles. In his
review into electoral fraud published in August 2016, Sir Eric Pickles
recommended that voters should be required to show ID at polling
stations, a proposal endorsed by the Electoral Commission. But,
while pilot ID schemes were run at selected polling stations,
including in Tower Hamlets, during local elections in May 2018, it is
not clear what plans the Government has to roll the requirement out
more widely, nor whether it intends to respond to increasing calls for
the entire election petition process to be reviewed and updated in
line with modern as opposed to Victorian election realities.
24. In the meantime, it seems as if politicians and their supporters
should focus their efforts (to misquote George Washington in the
excellent musical Hamilton) on the “need to convince more folks” as
opposed to relying on the election petition mechanism to challenge
an election result after the fact.

Tanveer
Qureshi

Katherine
Elliot
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FEBRUARY PUZZLE ANSWERS:
FILM CELEBRITIES BY DAISY CHAIN

I

n this puzzle, you had to find the names of well-known film actors!
The first blank in each is the first name of the actor, the second is the
surname. In brackets is a film in which he or she appeared.
1 MICHAEL Palin + CAINE Mutiny (ALFIE)
2 DANIEL Defoe + DAYtona + LEWIS (Morse character)
(LINCOLN)
3 BRUCE Almighty + LEE Evans (FIST OF FURY)
4 TOM Sawyer + Oliver HARDY (THE REVENANT)
5 Lady Diana SPENCER + TRACY Island (GUESS WHO’S COMING TO
DINNER)
6 HALLEy’s Comet + Chuck BERRY (MONSTER’S BALL)
7 Amazing GRACE + KELLY Brook (HIGH SOCIETY)
8 Cockney REBEL + WILSON Pickett (BRIDESMAIDS)
9 James T KIRK + DOUGLAS (Isle of Man capital) (LUST FOR LIFE)
10 CHARLTON Athletic + HESTON Blumenthal (BEN-HUR)
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THIS MONTH’S PUZZLE - DINGBATS

I

f you don’t know what Dingbats are, there’s one in each square
below and they are visual clues to an everyday phrase or saying.
Easy as that!

PIT
SK

Y

TLASAB
ETINARG
ETALS
ELBRAM

GRA12”VE

ARARMM
KING
M LASSIE
T SNOOPY
W BEETHOVEN
T MUTTLEY
F PLUTO
S SCOOBY DOO
S RIN TIN TIN

HAMLET

P CIFIC
A
MAN CITY 4 REAL MADRID 1
SHEFF UTD 4 SHEFF WED 1
MAN CITY 4 BARCELONA 1
SHEFF UTD 4 LIVERPOOL 1

WORDS

MAN UTD 4 ROCHDALE 4

WEDGE

1 3 5 7 9 11
FAVOURITE
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Click the employer’s logo to get further details and/or how to
apply for the post.

Electoral Services Assistant
Employer: East Herts Council
Salary: Grade 4, £23,253 to £24,638
(inclusive of local weighting)
Closing date: 15 March 9.00am
Electoral Services Manager
Employer: East Herts Council
Salary: Grade 9, £37,548 to £40,506
(inclusive of local weighting)
Hours: Wednesday - Friday, 22.5 hours
per week, 6 month maternity leave cover
starting in July. This role is a job share
position.
Closing date: 15 March 9.00am

Electoral Services Officer
Employer: East Herts Council
Salary: Grade 6, £28,367 to £31,077
(inclusive of local weighting), pro-rata.
Closing date : 15 March 9.00am
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And finally…

O

ur usual monthly appeal to see if you would be prepared to
contribute something to Arena. We realise you are in the throes
of preparing for an extremely challenging set of elections and the last
thing we want to do is compromise or hinder your activities. When the
dust has settled and, before you ride off into the sunset, maybe you
could consider writing something about your experiences during the
run-up to the elections and the elections/counts themselves, humorous
or otherwise. Or, indeed, about anything at all!
And, of course, please suggest anything you’d like to see in future
issues. Contact the Editor: lesley.hales@aea-elections.co.uk.
Our very best wishes to you all at this difficult time and, of course,

Arena magazine is issued on a monthly basis. It is one of our key channels
for communicating with members. Please keep us informed of any staff
changes within your team. This will help us to keep our membership records
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